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	Contactless & Accurate
Dozee's contactless ballistocardiography technique is proven to be 98.4% as accurate as medical grade devices


	Early Warning System
Customize alerts according to individual patient needs to have an early advantage during emergencies


	AI Technology
Dozee’s AI technology learns and grows with you converting measured vitals into readable and accessable reports


	Total Security
With Dozee’s hi-tech security system, you can ensure absolute confidentiality of your medical records and measured reports





Best Global Standards and Practices
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Real-Time Patient Reports
View Clinical Researchdownload sample report

Contactless

Heart Rate

Respiration Rate

NcBP ™

DEWS ™

Ambulatory

O2 Sat

NiBP

2L ECG

Temperature


Vitals
	heart rate65bpm
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	resp rate11rpm
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	NcBP(sys)™124mm hg
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	DEWS ™1-5mg/dl
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Contactless


customers speak
[image: ]Dozee has helped us reduce Code Blue events by a staggering 88%!
At Ramaiah, we are using AI technology like Dozee, a contactless ballistocardiography technique attached to a patient’s bed. It has helped us reduce Code Blue events by a staggering 88%!

Nr. Patricia Mary
Nursing Superintendent, MS Ramaiah Memorial Hospital, Bengaluru




[image: ]Dozee helps us to prioritize time depending on specific needs of the patients.
With this technology, we are hoping to reduce the workload on our healthcare workers who can monitor a patient’s vitals remotely. Dozee helps us to prioritize time depending on specific needs of the patients.

Mr. Pradip Tondon
CEO, Belle Vue Clinic




[image: ]All our beds are continuously monitored by Dozee.
Our hospital is a 140 bedded hospital and all our beds are continuously monitored by Dozee. As a result of right leadership, infrastructure, and training, we have had Zero Code Blue events in the last 90 days. 

Dr. Govindaiah Yatheesh
Vice President and Unit Head of Apollo Specialty Hospital, Jayanagar - Bangalore




[image: ]It has been a valuable addition to our ongoing critical care outreach nursing teams.
Dozee’s EWS helps us pick up any early signs of clinical deterioration in the wards, thereby helping us to intervene in time and improving outcomes. Dozee has been a valuable addition to our ongoing critical care outreach nursing teams who are not able to keep a tab on all the step-down cases.

Ms. Elizabeth David
Director, Nursing & Organizational Excellence, Rajagiri Hospital




[image: ]Dozee never sleeps!
“We have deployed Dozees’ at SVBP hospital to continuously monitor Covid-19 patients. It watches over the patient even when the doctor’s eyes are away.”

- Lt Gen Dr. Madhuri Kanitkar
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news and insights
view all
[image: ]Trending
2022-12-21
Dozee VS Measurement System receives US-FDA510K Clearance

[image: ]Latest
2023-04-04
Patient monitoring startup Dozee raises $6 million in Series A2 funding round from Prime Ventures, others

[image: ]Trending
2023-01-10
Dozee partners with British International Investment to transform public healthcare in India

[image: ]Must Read
2021-07-22
Automating patient monitoring, early warning systems can save 144 lives for 100 connected beds: Study




faq s
view all
	How it works?
Dozee works on the principles of ballistocardiography - the Dozee sensor sheet placed under your mattress captures the micro-vibrations that are emitted from the body through heartbeats, respiration cycle, and body movement. The data is sent to the secure cloud which converts it into meaningful bio-markers. The processed vitals information can be accessed on the SecureRPM applications.


	How accurate is this?

	Will Dozee increase alarm fatigue?




schedule a demo
Every hospital and their requirements are unique. Our team will get in touch, understand your requirements and customise solutions to meet your needs.
get in touch with us
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© Turtle Shell Technologies Pvt Ltd 2022-2023 .Dozee requires trained medical professionals to interpret reports and act on alerts. Both healthcare providers and patients are bound by the Terms and Conditions and Privacy Policy of Dozee.


